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ABSTRACT Techniques for modeling oil well sand production have been developed using the formulations
for superquadric discrete elements and Darcy fluid flow. Discrete element models are generated using the new

technique of particle cloning. Discrete element sources and sinks allow simulation of sand production from the
initiaI state through the transition to an equilibrium state where particles are created and removed at the same
rate.

1 INTRODUCTION

1,1 Sand production

Sand production in oil wells occurs when the
formation disaggregates due to the combination of
in-situ stress and fluid flow and is carried into the
wellbore. Prevention and control of sand production
is expensive to the oil industry. Sand control
measures usually involve screens and/or gravel-pack
filters down-hole which are expensive and also
create head losses and significant reduction in well
production. Prediction of sand production is
important to allow wells to produce the maximum
amount of oil possible without producing sand. Once
sand production has started it is often impossible to
stop. Because of this, oil companies often take the
conservative approach and install sand control
equipment in wells that may not need it. A schematic
representation of sand production is illustrated in
Figure 1. Sand production is a complex physical

process involving rock and fluid mechanics as well
as the coupled process of fluid flow and particle
motion.

2 DISCRETE ELEM.ENT METHOD (DEM)
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Figure 1: Schematic of sand production
from an oil well.

sand grains is treated with numerical links (bonds)
between discrete elements. The discrete element
formulations employed for sand production
modeling provide for unreformable particles with
rigid-body translation and rotation. During particle
contact the normal force is modeled as a spring-
dashpot system and the tangential force is a
combination of friction and shear stiffness between
particles.

Discrete elements are a natural method of modeling
sandstone behavior. The individual sand grains can
be modeled with discrete elements using the MIMES
code (Rege, 1996), (Williams, O’ Connor & Rege,
1996) (Williiams & Rege, 1996) which employs-.
explicit rime integration. Cement bonding between

MIMES library. The level of descretization of the

2.1 Discrete element shapes available in MIMES

The basic shape tr~ated by MIMES algorithms is the
n-sided polygon. Users can define arbitrarily shaped
n-sided discrete elements or use shapes from the
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outer surface of a particle \an be ~ontrolled by the
user with the number of sides typically being

speciileci m 8, 16, 32 or 64. All of the particle shapes
avialable in MIMES are ultimately defined as n-
sided polygons for computational purposes. For ease
of input the superquadric equation is often used as a
template for particle shapes. The variety of shapes
readily defined is described in the following sections.

2.2 Superquadric discrete elements

Superquadric discrete elements have the formulation
of an ellipse with variable exponents as given for two
dimensions in Equation 1. Where el and e2 are the
exponents on the local particle coordinates X and Y
with a and b being the axis length of the particle in
the local X and Ydirections for the particle.
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A large variety of particle shapes can be obtained by
varying the exponents and the aspect ratio of the

particle. Exponents less than one give cusp-shaped
particles with concave sides which are not applicable
to geomechanics but which exhibit interesting

behavior. Exponents of one result in diamond-shaped
particles and exponents of two give ellipses.
Exponents greater than two give semi-rectangular
superquadrics with radically different shapes. The
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Figure 2: Superquadric discrete element
shapes created by varying the exponents.

particles with rounded comers that approach a squme_
with higher exponents. Exponents for the two

different directions in the ellipse equation can be
different which gives an even greater variety of
particle shapes. Superquadrics are a basic discrete
element type available during MIMES simulations.
Examples of superquadric elements and the
exponents used to create them are shown in Figure 2.
Allowing the superquadric discrete elements of
Figure 2 to fall under the influence of gravity onto a
rectangul~ fixed element results in the final

configuration shown in Figure 3. This illustrates the
correct contact and bulking behavior of discrete
element simulations presented in this paper use the
superquadric formulation with el and e2 both set to
2, resuking in elliptical discrete elements.

Figure 3: Superquadric discrete elements of Figu
2 allowed to fall under the influence of gravity on
a rectangular fixed discrete element

2.3 Circular, rectangular and quadrilateral
elements.

MIMES also allows use of dkk (circular) rectangular
and quadrilateral discrete elements. All of these
shapes, as well as superquadrics, can be used in the
same simulation (Rege, 1996). This gives significant
generality and power to MIMES. As will be

illustrated later in this paper, rectangular discrete
elements frozen in place are used as molds during the
creation of DEM models. Fixed boundary conditions.
and external loading (pressure and force) can be
applied to DEM models using the variety of shapes
available to the user. This capability will also be
demonstrated later in this paper.

2.4 Particle sources and sinks

Particle sources and sinks are a necessary capability
in any discrete element code to be used in realistic
simulations. In MIMES, particle sources are unique
particles that continuously clone themselves



from movement and produce particles identical to
. themselves that are free to move in response to the

forces induced by the simulation. As the cloned
particle moves clear of the source particle (loses
contact), another particle is cloned. Thus, source
particles continuously feed new particles into the
simulation. A unique capability provided by MIMES
is that source particles can be any of the shapes
discussed in section 2.

Sink particles provide a function opposite to source
particles by removing from the simulation any
particle that comes into contact with it(Perkins,
1999). Sink particles are also usually fixed and can
take any of the shapes mentioned in section 2.
The combination of particle sinks and sources, each
of which can take on a variety of shapes, makes
possible the simulation of a very large variety of
physical processes. A simular, but more limited
capability, previously employed in discrete element
simulations is the periodic boundary condition

(Campbell & Brennen, 1985) where elements are
removed when they contact the periodic boundary
and reintroduced on the opposite side. Particle sinks

and sources have proven powerful because of the
lack of geometric restrictions.

Particle sinks and sources are demonstrated in
examples presented later in this paper (sections 3 and
5).

3 COUPLED FLUID-FLOW/PARTICLE-MOnON

Previous work in this area forming a foundation for
the current capability in MIMES is documented by
O’Connor, et al, 1997. Coupled fIuid-flow/particle-
motion simulations can be routinely done using
MIMES. Fluid flow is modeled with Darcy
computational techniques (Klosek, 1996). Loading
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Figure 5: Initial configuration - coupled fluid-flow
and particle-motion

Figure 6: Subse@ent states - coupled

fluid-flow and particle-motion simulation.

of the superquadric particles in a Darcy fluid flow
field is accomplished by integrating the fluid
pressure around the boundary of the particle as -
illustrated in Figure 4 and by including buoyancy
forces dependent on the particle and fluid densities.
An example simulation of coupled fluid-flow}



.
simulation treats a small number of,circular particles,
.descretized as superqu~drics, carried by a

geometrically simple Darcy fluid flow mesh (pipe
flow) with an elliptical superquadric obstacle. The
pressure in the flow field decreases from left to right
inducing flow in that direction. The particles
maintain geometric integrity with each other and
with the superqumdric obstacle.

The diameter of each particle is slightly larger than
half the size of the gap between the upper boundary
and the obstacle. This was done to determine if two
of the particles would eventually stick in the channel.
This simulation also illustrates the use of source
particles which are aligned along the left edge of the
model, where the highest fluid pressure is specified.
The source particles continuously feed new particles
into the simulation. As seen in Figure 6, two particles
eventually do stick in the channel blocking the
creation and flow of more particles. A number of
particles do escape through the channel before the
blockage finally occurs.

4 DEM MODEL GENERATION USING
CLONING

Generation of discrete element models with a size
distribution and that are consolidated (particles
touching with reduced void space) has always been a
challenge. The difficulty is increased when the
particles can have the variety of shapes that are
available in MIMES. A method for creating discrete
element models has been developed which uses a
concept called particle cloning (Perkins, 1999). An
example of model generation using cloning starts in
Figure 7. A representative group of elliptical

/
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superquadric particles with different sizes is shown –
in Figure 7a. A model with a large number d

particles will be created by c~oning the paricles in
this group so it is important that this group have the

physical characteristics desired by the user, such as
sizedistribution, for example. The rectangular
discrete elements have fixed zero displacements and
act as a mold for the settling particles. Figure 7b

shows the particles after gravity settling which is
then the particle configuration that is cloned and
repeated as shown in Fie~re 8. The gravity-induced
settling process for this model is also illustrated in
Figure 8. When the settling process is complete, a
rectan=@r weight, constrained to allow only
vertical displacement, is placed on top to further
consolidate the particles and to make the top surface’
even @lgure 9). MIMES has the capability to
interactively delete the rectangular elements forming-
the mold and to select all or part of the model shown
in Fib~re 9 to be cloned again to create an even larger
model.

The final porosity of a DEM model created this way
is difficult to predict in advance and varies spatially
throughout the model. Porosity will be effected by
the interparticle friction and shear stiffness, as well -
as the particle shapes and size distribution

Figure 8: DEM model creation through
particle cloning and settling.

Figure 7: (a) Representative particle group to be
cloned and repeated to produce a larger DEM
model. (b) Representative particle group settled
under gravity to reduce void space.
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Figure 9: Application of weight to the DEM
model to further consolidate the particles and
to make the top surface even.

5 SAND PRODUCTION SIMULATION

5.1 Side-view of a peroration channel

The coupled fluid-particle model for this simulation
is shown in Figure 10 which represents a side-view
of the perforation channel at its tip as illustrated in
Figure 1. Computational parameters pertaining to

the simulation are given in Table 1. This DEM model
came from the particle assemblage shown in Figure
9 minus the rectangular mold and weight. The

Fluid flow computational mesh Z
Fhsid pressure displayed in gray shades

Figure 10: Side view of sand production
at the tip of the perforation channel.

Table 1: Computational Parameters

Parameter Value

Average Particle Size lmm

Density 2.2 .dcm3

Friction Coefficient 0.3

Normal Stiffness 50000 dyne/cm

Shear Stiffness 25000 dyne/cm

Contact Damping 0.1

Rayleigh Darnping

Permeability 0.001

Pressure Drop 6.894 dynelcm2

Interparticle bonding None

particle sink represents the open perforation channel.
It is a superquadric particle with an exponent of 6 on –
the variables used to describe both axes. It is also
fixed in place.

Figure 11 shows a simulation of sand production
through the tip of a perforation channel as defined in
Figure 10 and Table 1. This simulation demonstrates
the ability of MIMES to model relatively complex
fluid flow fields and to correctly treat the fluid/

particleinteraction. It aIso illustrates the use of
particle sinks for these types of problems. This
simulation is a first attempt to model the sand
production problem with MIMES. This simulation
can be improved in the future by including: 1)
interparticle bonding to simulate sandstone cement,
2) source particles similar to those in Figures 5 & 6
around the edges of the model to continuously feed –
particles into the model, ‘and 3) in-situ stresses
applied to the boundaries of the model with
rectangular discrete elements. All of these options
are the subjects of current research. It is not yet clear
that source particles around the edges would
continue to produce the representative group of
particles in the right proportions which may be an
important consideration. The interaction of source

particles (that are fixed by definition) and elements
intended to apply in-situ stress is not clear at this ‘-

time. Several simulations have included interparticle
bonding intended to model the tensile strength
derived from capillary forces between particles. _
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Figure 11: Subsequent states - coupled fluid-flow
and particle-motion simulation of uncemented
sand particles being drawn into the tip of a per-
foration channel by the fluid.

These simulations were not included in this paper

because proper boundary conditions are still being
developed.

5.2 Cross-section of a pe~oration channel

A coupled fluid-flow/particle motion simulation of a
perforation channel cross-section is illustrated in
Figure 12. This simulation is similar to the side-view
simulation (section 5.1 ) in that all of the parameters
shown in Table I are used and because it uses the
same discrete element model (Figure 9). The fluid
flow mesh and the location of the sink particle have
been modified to reflect a perforation cross-section.
This simulation has the same weaknesses as the side-~
view model discussed in the previous section.

An interesting result of using a square fluid flow
mesh in both geometries is the slower movement of

sand from the comers of the model. This results from
the longer distance and hence lower gradient from
the comers to the particle sink (perforation channel).

6 CONCLUSIONS

Significant progress has been made toward modeling
processes with coupled fluid-flow and particle
motion such as sand production in oil wells. The
discrete element code MIMES has been chosen for
development of this capability because of its’ ability
to model particles with significantly different shapes. –
Superquadric particles, giving a wide variety of
shapes on their own, can be mixed with rectangular
and quadrilateral elements for a wide range of
discrete element simulations.

Particle sinks and sources add to the utility of
discrete element simulation with MI~MES by
allowing particle flows to be set up between sources –
and sinks. Sources and sinks are versatile because
they can take any superquadric, rectangular or-
quadrilateral shape.

Discrete element model creation has been advanced
through the MIMES capability of particle cloning.’-
This allows cloning of representative particle groups
into much larger models and streamlines the DEM
model creation process.

Particle motion has been coupled with a Darcy fluid
flow computational capability resulting in a powerful
by fluids. Examples of this are sand production. as :



Figure 12: Subsequent states - sand production
simulation on a cross-section of a perforation
channel.

..

tool to treat problems involving solids being carried

discussed in this paper, as well as hydraulic fracture
proppant flow and flow-back, slurry behavior, drill
cutting transport up a wellbore and manufacturing
processes involving particle-laden resins.
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